14. Unicode for Indic Scripts - An Update
065A - Arabic Vowel Sign Small V Above
(African Language)

Unicode Standard is widely being used for the
development of multilingual Softwares. Department
of Information Technology, Ministr y of
Cmmunications & IT, is the voting member of the
Unicode Consortium to adequately represent Indian
scripts in the Unicode Standards. These modifications
are done in consultation with all the stakeholders. The
gist of additions/amendments incorporated in Unicode
5.0 as compared to Unicode 4.0 are summed up as
below.
Additional Characters (Refer Unicode 5.0
Charts enclosed

1.1 Devanagari
097B - Devanagari Letter GGA
097C - Devanagari Letter JJA
097D - Devanagari Letter Glottal Stop
(Used for writing Limbu in Devanagari, a glyph
variant has the connecting top bar)
097E - Devanagari Letter DDDA
097F - Devanagari Letter BBA
1.2 Bengali
09CE - Bengali Letter Khanda TA
1.3 Tamil
0BB6 - Tamil Letter SHA
0BE6 - Tamil Letter ZERO
1.4 Kannada
0CE2 - Kannada Vowel Sign Vocalic L
0CE3 - Kannada Vowel Sign VOCALI CLL
0CF1 - Kannada Sign JIHVAMULIYA
0CF2 - Kannada Sign UPDHMANIYA
1.5 Arabic
060B - Afghani Sign

065C - Arabic Vowel Sign DOT below
(African Language)
065D - Arabic Reversed DAMMA
(Ormuri, African Language)
065E - Arabic Fatha with Two Dots (Kalami)
2.

Amendment/Additions in Chapter 9 of
Unicode 4.0
South Asian Scripts have been divided into two
parts. The 9 Indian scripts have been categorized
under South Asian Scripts - 1. The introduction
has accordingly been modified and is now in
available at page 295 of Unicde 5.0.

2.1 Devnagari
(a) Vowel letters - Now section has been added
(refer page no. 299, Unicode 5.0)
(b) Paragraph 2 and 3 read in conjuction with
figure 9-6 representing half consonants in Oriya
have been added in Unicode 5.0 at page no. 302.
(c) Consonant Forms - the write up as well as
figure 9-7 under this section have modified (refer
Unicode 5.0 page no. 302-303)
(d) Rules for Rendering - addition of rule R 16
(refer page no. 309, Unicode 5.0)
(e) Punctuation and symbols - modified (refer
311-312, Unicode 5.0)
(f ) Other languages - modified (refer 312,
Unicode 5.0)
2.2 Bengali
(a) Vowel letters - New section has been added (refer
page no. 313, Unicode 5.0).

061E - Arabic Triple Dot Punctuation Mark

(b) Consonant - Vowel Ligatures - New section has
been added (refer page no. 313, Unicode 5.0)

0659 - Arabic ZWARAKAY
(Pashto)

(c) Khanda Ta - modified write up on new Character
added in Unicode 5.0 (refer page no. 314)
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065B - Arabic Vowel Sign Inverted Small V Above
(African Language)

(d) Interaction of Repha and Ya-phalla - New section
has been added (refer page no. 316, Unicode 5.0)
2.3 Gurmukhi
(a) Encoding Principles - New Para about older texts
such as Sri Guru Granth Sahib has been added
(refer page no. 318, Unicode 5.0)

Arabic
(a) Harakat (Vowel) Nonspacing Marks additional paragraph (refer page no. 271,
Unicode 5.0).
(b) Languages - the complete heading has been
deleted (refer page no. 198, Unicode 4.0)

(b) Vowel letters - New section has been added (refer
page No. 318, Unicode 5.0)

(c) Full Stop - additional paragraph (refer page
no. 273, Unicode 5.0)

(c) Rendering Behavior - Modified. (refer page No.
319)

(d) Currency Symbols - additional paragraph
(refer page no. 274, Unicode 5.0)

2.4 Gujarati

(e) Arabic Character Joining Types - This
section has been modified as Arabic Character
Joining Groups (refer page No. 279-281,
Unicode 5.0)

Vowel letters - New section has been added (refer
page No. 321, Unicode 5.0)
2.5 Oriya
Vowel letters - New section has been added (refer
page no. 322, Unicode 5.0)
2.6 Tamil
Wrip up on Tamil has been modified (refer page
no. 324-329
2.7 Telugu
Vowel letters - New section has been added (refer
pae no. 330, Unicode 5.0)
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2.8 Kannada
Vowel letters - New section has been added (refer
page No. 332, Unicode 5.0).
2.9 Malayalam
(a) Vowel letters - New Section has been added
(refer page no. 334, Unicode 5.0).
(b) Special Characters - Modified (refer page
no. 337, Unicode 5.0)
3. Deletion in Chapter 9 of Unicode 4.0
3.1 Devanagari
(a) Paragraph 2 and 3 along with Figure 9-1
(Dependent Versus Independent Vowels) on
page no. 221, Unicode 4.0.
3.2 Tamil
(a) Ligatures - S. No. 6 related to older Tamil
orthography, at page no. 242.
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(f ) Arabic Supplement : U+0750-U+077F this section has been added (refer page no. 282,
Unicode 5.0)

Range : 0900-097F
This file contains an except from the character
code tables and list of character names for The
Unicode Standard, Varsion 5.0.
This files may be changed at any time without
notice to reflect errata or other updates to the
Unicode Standard. See http://unicode.org/erratal
for an up-to-date list of errata.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/for access to
a complete list of the latest character code charts.
See http://www.unicode org/charts/PDF/
Unicode - 5.0 for Charts showing only the
character added in Unicode 5.0
see http://www.unicode.org/Public/5.0.0/charts/
for a complete archive file of character code charts
for Unicode 5.0
Disclaimer
These charts are provided as the on-line reference
to the character contents of the Unicode
Standard, Version 5.0 but do not provide all the
information needed to fully support individual
scripts using the Unicode Standard. For a
complete understanding of the use of the
character contained in this file, please consult the
appropriate section of The Unicode Standard,
Version 5.0 (ISBN 0321-48091-0), online at
http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode
5.0.0/, as well as Unicode Standard Annexes #9,
#11, #14, #15, #24, #29, #31, and #34, The
other Unicode Technical Reports and Standards,
and the Unicode Character Database, which are
available on-line.

variation is to be expected in actual fonts. The
particular fonts used in these charts were
provided to the Unicode Consortium by a
number of different font designers, who own
the right to the fonts.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/fonts.html for
a list.
Terms of Use
You may freely use these code charts for personal
or internal business uses only. You may not
incorporate them either wholly or in part into
any product or publication, or otherwise
distribute them without express witten
permission from the Unicode consortium.
However, you may provide links to these charts.
The fonts and font data used in production of
these Code Charts may NOT be extracted, or
used in any other may in any product or
publication, without permission or license
granted by the typeface owner(s).
The Unicode consortium is not liable for errors
or omissions in this file or the standard itself.
Information on characters added to the Unicode
Standards since the publication of the most
recent version of the Unicode Standard can be
found on the unicode web site.
See http://www.unicode.org/pending/pending.html
and http://www.unicode.org/Pipeline.html
Copywright © 1991-2006 Unicode, Inc. All
right reserved.

see http://www.unicode.org/ucd/ and http://
www.unidoe.org/reports/
A thorough understanding of the information
contained in these additional sources is required
for a surccessful implementation.
Fonts
The shapes of the reference glyphs used in these
code charts are not prescriptive. Considerable
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Fonts

Range: 0980 09FF

The shapes of the reference glyphs used in these code
charts are not prescriptive. Considerable variation is
to be expected in actual fonts. The particular fonts
used in these charts were provided to the Unicode
Consortium by a number of different font designers,
who own the rights to the fonts.

This file contains an excerpt from the character code
tables and list of character names for The Unicode
Standard, Version 5.0.
This file may be changed at any time without notice
to reflect errata or other updates to the Unicode
Standard.
See http://www.unicode.org/errata/ for an up-to-date
list of errata.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/ for access to a
complete list of the latest character code charts.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/Unicode5.0/ for charts showing only the characters added in
Unicode 5.0.
See http://www.unicode.org/Public/5.0.0/charts/ for
a complete archived file of character code charts for
Unicode 5.0.
Disclaimer
These charts are provided as the on-line reference to
the character contents of the Unicode Standard,
Version 5.0 but do not provide all the information
needed to fully support individual scripts using the
Unicode Standard. For a complete understanding of
the use of the characters contained in this file, please
consult the appropriate sections of The Unicode
Standard, Version 5.0 (ISBN 0-321-48091-0), online
at http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode5.0.0/,
as well as
Unicode Standard Annexes #9, #11, #14, #15, #24,
#29, #31, and #34, the other Unicode Technical
Reports and

See http://www.unicode.org/charts/fonts.html for a
list.
Terms of Use
You may freely use these code charts for personal or
internal business uses only. You may not incorporate
them either wholly or in part into any product or
publication, or otherwise distribute them without
express written permission from the Unicode
Consortium. However, you may provide links to
these charts.
The fonts and font data used in production of these
Code Charts may NOT be extracted, or used in any
other way in any product or publication, without
permission or license granted by the typeface owner(s).
The Unicode Consortium is not liable for errors or
omissions in this file or the standard itself.
Information on characters added to the Unicode
Standard since the publication of the most recent
version of the Unicode Standard, as well as on
characters currently being considered for addition to
the Unicode Standard can be found on the Unicode
web site.
See http://www.unicode.org/pending/pending.html
and http://www.unicode.org/alloc/Pipeline.html.

Standards, and the Unicode Character Database,
which are available on-line.
See http://www.unicode.org/ucd/ and http://
www.unicode.org/reports/
A thorough understanding of the information
contained in these additional sources is required for a
successful implementation.
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Malayalam
Range: 0D00 0D7F
This file contains an excerpt from the character code
tables and list of character names for The Unicode
Standard, Version 5.0.
This file may be changed at any time without notice
to reflect errata or other updates to the Unicode
Standard.
See http://www.unicode.org/errata/ for an up-to-date
list of errata.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/ for access to a
complete list of the latest character code charts.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/Unicode5.0/ for charts showing only the characters added in
Unicode 5.0.
See http://www.unicode.org/Public/5.0.0/charts/ for
a complete archived file of character code charts for
Unicode 5.0.
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Disclaimer
These charts are provided as the on-line reference to
the character contents of the Unicode Standard,
Version 5.0 but do not provide all the information
needed to fully support individual scripts using the
Unicode Standard. For a complete understanding of
the use of the characters contained in this file, please
consult the appropriate sections of The Unicode
Standard, Version 5.0 (ISBN 0-321-48091-0), online
at http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode5.0.0/,
as well as Unicode Standard Annexes #9, #11, #14,
#15, #24, #29, #31, and #34, the other Unicode
Technical Reports and Standards, and the Unicode
Character Database, which are available on-line.

to be expected in actual fonts. The particular fonts
used in these charts were provided to the Unicode
Consortium by a number of different font designers,
who own the rights to the fonts.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/fonts.html for a
list.
Terms of Use
You may freely use these code charts for personal or
internal business uses only. You may not incorporate
them either wholly or in part into any product or
publication, or otherwise distribute them without
express written permission from the Unicode
Consortium. However, you may provide links to
these charts.
The fonts and font data used in production of these
Code Charts may NOT be extracted, or used in any
other way in any product or publication, without
permission or license granted by the typeface
owner(s).
The Unicode Consortium is not liable for errors or
omissions in this file or the standard itself.
Information on characters added to the Unicode
Standard since the publication of the most recent
version of the Unicode Standard, as well as on
characters currently being considered for addition to
the Unicode Standard can be found on the Unicode
web site.
See http://www.unicode.org/pending/pending.html
and http://www.unicode.org/alloc/Pipeline.html.

See http://www.unicode.org/ucd/ and http://
www.unicode.org/reports/
A thorough understanding of the information
contained in these additional sources is required for a
successful implementation.
Fonts
The shapes of the reference glyphs used in these code
charts are not prescriptive. Considerable variation is
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Arabic
Range: 0600 06FF
This file contains an excerpt from the character code
tables and list of character names for The Unicode
Standard, Version 5.0.
This file may be changed at any time without notice
to reflect errata or other updates to the Unicode
Standard.
See http://www.unicode.org/errata/ for an up-to-date
list of errata.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/ for access to a
complete list of the latest character code charts.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/Unicode5.0/ for charts showing only the characters added in
Unicode 5.0.
See http://www.unicode.org/Public/5.0.0/charts/ for
a complete archived file of character code charts for
Unicode 5.0.
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Disclaimer
These charts are provided as the on-line reference to
the character contents of the Unicode Standard,
Version 5.0 but do not provide all the information
needed to fully support individual scripts using the
Unicode Standard. For a complete understanding of
the use of the characters contained in this file, please
consult the appropriate sections of The Unicode
Standard, Version 5.0 (ISBN 0-321-48091-0), online
at http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode5.0.0/, as
well as Unicode Standard Annexes #9, #11, #14, #15,
#24, #29, #31, and #34, the other Unicode Technical
Reports and Standards, and the Unicode Character
Database, which are available on-line.

to be expected in actual fonts. The particular fonts
used in these charts were provided to the Unicode
Consortium by a number of different font designers,
who own the rights to the fonts.
See http://www.unicode.org/charts/fonts.html for a
list.
Terms of Use
You may freely use these code charts for personal or
internal business uses only. You may not incorporate
them either wholly or in part into any product or
publication, or otherwise distribute them without
express written permission from the Unicode
Consortium. However, you may provide links to
these charts.
The fonts and font data used in production of these
Code Charts may NOT be extracted, or used in any
other way in any product or publication, without
permission or license granted by the typeface
owner(s).
The Unicode Consortium is not liable for errors or
omissions in this file or the standard itself.
Information on characters added to the Unicode
Standard since the publication of the most recent
version of the Unicode Standard, as well as on
characters currently being considered for addition to
the Unicode Standard can be found on the Unicode
web site.
See http://www.unicode.org/pending/pending.html
and http://www.unicode.org/alloc/Pipeline.html.

See http://www.unicode.org/ucd/ and http://
www.unicode.org/reports/
A thorough understanding of the information
contained in these additional sources is required for a
successful implementation.
Fonts
The shapes of the reference glyphs used in these code
charts are not prescriptive. Considerable variation is
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